HAND PALLET TRUCK
The Altra Lift hand pallet truck is a budgetconscious product ideal for use on-the-go. The
Altra lift has adjustable tubular push rods that
provide reliable performance and quick easy
maintenance. It is designed with self-lubricating
bushing at all pivot points that help improve
efficiency and minimize wear.
This product is designed for light-duty loading
docks, on delivery trucks, or moving product
from backroom storage to retail shelving.

MODEL ALTRA LIFT

HAND PALLET TRUCK

MODEL ALTRA LIFT

PRODUCTIVITY
Forks have solid nylon fork tip entry rollers to ease transition
over the bottom pallet boards.

DURABILITY
The adjustable tubular push rods and self-lubricating
bushing at all pivot points help improve warehouse
efficiency and minimize wear.

ERGONOMICS

Polyurethane on steel core load and steer wheels.

The teardrop handle with 3-way position lever provides
comfortable and precise load control for the operator. The
handle return spring automatically restores the handle to its
vertical position.

FLEXIBILITY
Toyota knows that every operation runs differently.
That’s why the Altra Lift is designed to adapt to a wide
range of warehouse operations, available in a variety of
configuration.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Rated Capacity: 5,500 lbs.

Fork Length (inches): 48/42/36

Pump Strokes to Full Height: 13

Width Across (inches): 27/20.5

Truck Weight: 160 lbs.

Fork Width: 6.25”

Teardrop handle with 3-way position lever for
load control.

Min. Fork Height: 3”
Max. Fork Height: 7.75”

WARRANTY
The chassis and associated components, complete hydraulic pump
and assembly are warranted for one year and wearable components are
warranted for 90 days. For complete warranty details, consult with your
Toyota Industrial Equipment Dealer and refer to terms and conditions of the
applicable product warranty.

Due to continuous product improvements,
specifications are subject to change without notice.
Some systems and features shown are optional at
extra cost.
Printed in USA.
00722-98162-913
toyotaforklift.com

Hydraulic pump with over-load bypass valve.

